
The Race Guide.
The Race Guide provides relevant race 
information for the casual and serious punter.

The Race Guides feature:

• Proform Ratings 
• Identification of well handicapped horses
• Utilisation of sophisticated statistical 

techniques presented in a graphical form for 
ease of interpretation

• Summarised Trainer/Jockey course statistics 
and trends in easy to read tables

• Distance and Going preferences for horses 
and sires



Navigating the Race Guide
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❶

❷

❸

❹

❺

Select the 
Next/Previous race in 
time order

Click to display 
Race Selection 
Menu

Quick selection of Race 
Guides within an 8 day 
window

To review a Race Guide for a 
specific date select Pick a date to 
open the Calendar selector below

Click to open the selection menu



Navigating the Race Guide
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❶

Main Race Guide table (Fixed)

❷

Quick selection of each 
sub table displayed in 
lower half of screen



❶

❷

❸
❹

❺ ❻

❼

❽ ❾

❿

⓬

⓭

⓮

Saddle cloth
& (draw)

Horse’s name and country where the horses was not bred in the GB, 
days since last run in superscript, followed by colour coded abbreviations for :-

b        blinkers h        hood
v        visor t         tongue
e/s    eyeshield p        sheepskin cheek pieces
e/c    eyecover strap BF      beaten favourite 
1       1st time headgear C        course winner, 
CD   course and distance winner D        distance winner
WS  wind surgery

Latest Form for todays code (in 
brackets), down to 9th position, most 
recent right. 
Figures to the left of the “-” are last 
year

Horses Age, 
Weight Carried 

Trainer Jockey
{allowance} 

Trainer trend: using the results of all the 
trainers runners over a 4 month period, a 
graphical trend of the trainers A/E (actual 
verses expected) statistic is plotted over 
this time period. A black dot indicates the 
trainers highest A/E, red dot indicates the 
trainers lowest A/E

BHA 
official 
rating  

Indicates whether a horse is well handicapped 
against its official rating (OR) in a handicap of the 
same race type. If todays OR is higher than 
horses highest winning OR (HiOR) the chart 
indicates Red. If todays OR Is below the horses 
highest winning OR (HiOR) the chart indicates 
Green The figure to the right indicates the 
number of pounds the official rating is above or 
below HiOR.

Indicates in a race of the same race type whether  a 
horses is dropping in class i, running in the same 

class n, or being raised In class h compared to its 
recent race. 

Career Best Speed Rating

Proform Rating. The table is ordered by 
the best to worst Proform Ratings

Race Silks (Roll over to enlarge)

To make the task of detecting patterns or key parameters easy, the race 
guides are unique in that they present important race information and 
statistical data visually
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❶ Statistical Table Description

❷ Saddle Cloth and Horse Name  

❸ Win (W), Place (P) Run (R) 
and Win Strike Rate (%) for 
each category

❹

Grey = indeterminate 
form in this category

❺
Red: Strike Rate less than 
15% 

Green: Strike Rate 
greater than 15% ❻

❼
Length of bar is determined 
by category strike rate

The Past Performance grid summarises each horses record based on 
Win/Run percentage strike rate under the categories below.
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❶ Statistical Table Description

❷

Saddle Cloth and Horse Name  

❸ Win (W), Place (P) Run (R) 
and Win Strike Rate (%) for 
each category

❹

Grey = indeterminate 
form in this category

❺

Red: Strike Rate less 
than 15% 

Green: Strike Rate greater than 15% 

❻

❼ Length of bar is determine 
by category strike rate

The Horse Form on Going Statistics Grid details each horse’s performance on 
different goings logically grouped together.
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Exp – Expected winners: statistically derived from the probability of the 
winners (w)

A/E: a ratio of (a)ctual winners verses (e)xpected winners. A/E provides a good indicator of 
whether a statistic is good or bad. 

Each symbol represents ~ 10% - n = above l = below normal, e.g. John Quinn performs 40% below expectation

❶
Statistical Table 
Description

❷

Saddle Cloth and Horse 
Name  

❸

Trainer or Jockey 
Name, Sire Name 

❹

Win (W), Place (P), Run (R) and Win Strike Rate (%) for 
Trainer/Jockey Tables, Time Period = 5 years

❺

❻

“Chi” helps you determine if a 
sequence of events was due to 
chance or due to a deterministic 
set of circumstances. The higher 
the better.

The table below details the course record of the trainer in the last 5 years.
The layout is used throughout race guide to also display stats for Jockey, 
Trainer and Jockey Combination form and Sire related statistics.
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Each trainers 14 day, 28 day and 56 day statistical record. 
(w)inners, (r)unners, strike rate (%), exp – expected winners, 
A/E – actual/expected: a ratio of (a)ctual winners verses 
(e)xpected

Saddle Cloth 
and Horse Name  

Trainer
Trainer trend: using the results of all the trainers runners over a 4 month period, a graphical trend of 
the trainers A/E (actual verses expected) statistic is plotted over this time period. A black dot indicates 
the trainers highest A/E, red dot indicates the trainers lowest A/E

❶ ❷

❹

❸

This table can be used to identify the form of the trainer over a period of 
14 days, 28 days and 56 days.
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Similar to the method used in the trainer/jockey statistics 
tables, the statistical performance of 1st and 2nd favourites are 
provided given the same race conditions. 

In the example, 1st favourites perform 20 % above expected 
2nd favourites perform 10% less than expected

“The CHI” table below provide a reference  (not included in race guide) for this column found in 
other race guide tables 

The stat will determine if a sequence of events was due to chance or due to a deterministic set of 
circumstance. 

A CHI value which is greater than or equal to 3 would suggest that there is less than a 8% chance 
the statistic was down to pure luck.

Fate of Favourites and is a statistics due to luck?
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Race Guide Navigation: Desktop vs. Mobile
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The Race Guide is responsive to mobile/tablet 
devices. 

Desktop 
View

❷

Mobile 
View

❸Click to See 
Date Menu

❹

Click/swipe 
sliders to 
see other 
parts of the 
race guide

❺ Click/swipe this area to see other stats tables 



Responsible Gambling Information.

Warning

Betting can be very risky and users should only 
speculate with money that they can comfortably 
afford to lose, and should ensure that the risks 
involved are fully understood, seeking advice if 
necessary.

We seek to ensure our members enjoy their 
gaming experiencing in a safe and responsible 
environment.

We recognise that gambling can become a 
problem for a small minority of people and aim 
to minimise the negative impact of gambling and 
offer support to those in need.

• Customer driven deposit and stake limits
• Self-exclusion options
• Links to GamCare and other help organisations
• Self help information
• Information and tools to prevent underage access

In order to assist our players in gambling responsibly we have 
provided the following features on our site.
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http://www.gamcare.org.uk/
http://betdaqhelp.custhelp.com/app/answers/detail/a_id/155


Risk Disclosure and Disclaimer

The information contained in this document is 
intended for education and illustrative purposes 
and should not be construed as personal 
investment advice or recommendation.

You must obtain professional or specialist advice 
before taking, or refraining from, any action on 
the basis of the content in this document. 

Although we make reasonable efforts to update the 
information in this document, we make no representations, 
warranties or guarantees, whether express or implied, that 
the content on our site is accurate, complete or up-to-date.
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